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Invasions of an Avian Kind

Brenda Callaway

Aliens! Martians and other extraterrestrials conjure up
frightful scenarios, but among birders the words “Invasion
Year” mean something quite different. Perhaps an invasion, or irruption as it is correctly known, is already
underway, and only the winter months will tell. So what is
an ‘irruption’ in BirdSpeak? It’s a winter in which abnormally high numbers of a species unexpectedly push farther
south than normal winter ranges. And we’re getting hints
that this may be another Red-breasted Nuthatch irruptive
year!
Snowy Owl irruptions generate huge press for this
stunning Harry Potteresque raptor. I recall one bitter winter in the early ‘70s when Bob and I drove to Opelika AL
and parked in the hardware store lot in hopes of catching a
glimpse of a reported Snowy Owl atop the Methodist
Church. Using a small Sterno stove, I heated up hot buttered rums for dozens of birders from all across Alabama
who had come to see this wayward waif. Alas, we were a
day late and a pint short to see its ghostly moue. Normally
venturing only to the northern tier of the US, dozens of
these beauties had wandered south in search of food when
their primary banquet, lemmings, were in short supply. So
a lack of food in a species’ normal winter range can cause
an irruption southward.
Indeed, it is usually food that drives irruptions because
food drives population density. When there is an abundance, such as when Canadian boreal forest insects have a
population overgrowth, the birds gorge
themselves and ramp up their nesting. Birds
like White-throated Sparrows, Red-breasted
Nuthatches, Purple Finches, Pine Siskins
and others will have multiple successful
broods growing the population thanks to
easy feasting. Following huge nesting
successes, we can have dramatic and unusual
numbers of these species venturing here to

Lucy Duncan
the deep South in winter as the overbreeding consumes
available winter resources. Hence, feast or famine can
drive these birds great distances from normal ranges.
A third cause of these irregular migrations is severe
winter weather, or particularly harsh interludes of snow
and ice that drive certain species – particularly finches – to
more temperate climes. This abnormal migration also has a
food-based component when seeds are iced, snowed under
and hidden. Often we’ll see species retreat northward as
temperatures climb, even though it’s only midwinter, and
then reappear after a fresh cold front. This ebb and flow
has a positive effect for those that start northward in Spring
from a more northerly latitude. The first males on the
breeding grounds oft get the prime real estate. It’s a bit
like stealing second base, fraught with danger if caught by a
freeze or a tag, but great reward if it works!
Our first hints of a Red-breasted Nuthatch irruption
began in September with reports of single birds calling
their distinct “Yank, yank” from the treetops. You can hear
it at http://www.xeno-canto.org/279657. Almost as
if the birds’ echo elicited more calls from others, eBird
reports began by early October to ricochet from northern
Mississippi to coastal Louisiana, to the Gulf Coast of
Florida. Then reports arrived of nuthatches massing in
unprecedented numbers on the south fringes of Monhegan
Island, ME, a migrant trap about 10 miles offshore. Don
McKee wrote, “There are more Red-breasted Nuthatches
here this year than I have ever seen before in the
20-plus years I have birded this island. They
seem to be everywhere.”
Hopefully, the telltale “yank, yank” may be
heard soon here. And when you hear it, start
looking for that slate gray imp of a bird with the
rufous belly headed headfirst down your tree.
And if the nuthatches invade, Pine Siskins and
Purple Finches won’t be far behind.

her at town_point@bellsouth.net. A detailed itinerary
will be mailed to registered participants prior to
departure.

Field Trips
Field trips are open to the public and free of charge, but
contributions are appreciated. All experience levels are
welcome. Bring binoculars and/or a spotting scope. Sunscreen, insect protection, appropriate shoes, hat, water,
and snacks or lunch are recommended on all trips. Please
refrain from wearing scented cologne, perfumes or aftershave on field trips. It distracts from the experience in
nature, and some participants are highly sensitive to it.
Carpooling is encouraged. Questions? Call Lucy Duncan
at 932-4792 or email her at town_point@bellsouth.net.

□ Saturday, January 14, 2017. Eastman/Taminco
Bird Sanctuary. By reservation only. Les Kelly and
Bruce Furlow will lead us to this wildlife sanctuary in
Pace. Expect moderate walking. Participant numbers are
limited. Contact Les no later than noon on Tuesday,
January 10, at 850-341-8574 or at les4plan@gmail.com
for reservations. Cameras are not allowed without prior
approval, and long pants and closed-toe shoes are
required. You will be issued a photo ID at the plant.
Meet in the facility’s main parking lot at 8:00 a.m. To
reach Taminco/Eastman from Pensacola, travel east on
Hwy 90 through Pace and watch for the sign to the plant
on the south side of the road. We will finish by noon.

□ Saturday, November 12, 2016. Mobile
Causeway Birding. Lucy and Bob Duncan will lead us
to several good birding spots around Mobile Bay and
along the Mobile Causeway. These areas can be
productive for shorebirds, ducks and late migrants.
Expect moderate walking. We plan to eat lunch at a
local restaurant. Meet at 7:30 a.m. in the Publix parking
lot on the corner of Nine Mile Road and Pine Forest
Road, or at 8:30 a.m. in Daphne in the parking lot
behind the Shell Gas Station overlooking the bay. (This is
the Alabama Coastal Birding Trail site #25). We expect
to bird the Blakeley Mud Lakes and ALL participants
must have permits on file prior to the trip. Access
the permit form at http://www.aosbirds.org/
BlakeleyPermits.php and follow the directions to
mail or fax it to the Alabama State Docks Authority. We
plan to return by mid-afternoon.

□ Saturday, February 11, 2017. Birding Blakeley
State Park, AL. Details in the next Skimmer.

Birdwalks
These short birdwalks are designed to introduce “future
birders” into the world of “Bird Watching.” If you are
curious about this activity or just enjoy the birds in your
backyard, come join us to learn about our area birds.
Families with children are welcome. Bring binoculars
and bottled water. Call Scott Rathkamp, 776-9736 for
details.

□ Saturday, November 19, 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Wildlife Sanctuary of NW Florida, 105 North "S"
Street, Pensacola, FL 32505.The Wildlife Sanctuary
provides a home for over 100 animals that cannot be
released, including deer, fox, and a variety of birds,
including bald eagles, owls and hawks. A small
donation ($3) for the sanctuary is requested. Meet at
the sanctuary, several blocks north of Hwy 98 and west
of Pace Blvd. Jim Brady will lead the tour.

□ Friday, December 9 – Sunday December 11,
2016. St. Marks NWR. The Duncans will lead us to
one of the southeast’s finest birding areas to see a variety
of birds in diverse habitats. We will arrive Friday in time
to bird the afternoon and finish Sunday around noon.
We hope to see manatees and water birds on the
Wakulla River boat ride ($8) within the State Park on
Sunday. Rooms are being held for our Audubon group at
the Best Western Wakulla Inn & Suites located on Hwy
98 near Crawfordville with group rates of $85+tax for a
double queen room. To make your room reservations,
call 850-926-3737 before Monday, November 28 when
rooms will be released. All rooms are non-smoking. To
sign up, send a $50 per participant contribution to FMW
Audubon Society and call Lucy Duncan at 932-4792 and
leave your name, number and email address, or email

□ Saturday, January 21 , 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Gulf Islands Nat'l Seashore/Naval Live Oaks, Hwy 98,
Gulf Breeze. Meet at the Observation Deck behind the
Main Office. We will be looking for ducks, grebes,
gulls, and terns in Santa Rosa Sound. We will also walk
the trails in search of wintering songbirds, vireos and
sparrows. Dana Timmons will be the leader.
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Chapter Meetings

President’s Message

Our monthly chapter program meetings are held at
7:00 p.m., room 2142, the Baroco Science Center
(Bldg. 21 ), Pensacola State College, 21 Airport Blvd,
Pensacola, FL 32504 unless otherwise noted. The
meeting room is located across the breezeway from
the planetarium. Refreshments are provided. Guests
are welcome!

For the past 13 years, our FMW Audubon chapter
(FMWAS) has been heavily involved in supporting the
Roy Hyatt Environmental Center (RHEC). The RHEC
provides environmental education to elementary
school-aged children who visit the center on field trips or
receive classroom presentations. This Center is owned
by the Escambia County School Board and includes
classroom buildings, a butterfly garden with gazebo,
nature trail and a “bird bus” for wildlife viewing.
Our involvement began in 2000, when we became
alarmed that the School Board was considering closing
this facility, and programs were reduced. In 2003, our
FMWAS chapter entered into a “Letter of Agreement”
with the School Board which created a partnership to
expand the Center operations. In subsequent years, we
have maintained a paid Audubon Naturalist position,
provided educational materials, and worked countless
volunteer hours. Within a decade, the number of
students receiving a RHEC environmental experience
grew from fewer than 2,500 per year to over 12,000!
Due in part to our efforts, the RHEC is now alive and
well. It is receiving the support it deserves from the
School Board, including 2 full-time staff. Recently, our
involvement has narrowed to providing an issue of an
Audubon Adventures magazine for every student who
visits the RHEC on a field trip.
As a result of our resounding success, the FMWAS
Board has formally withdrawn from this partnership with
the Escambia County School Board. While we will no
longer provide a Naturalist to supplement the RHEC
staff, we will continue providing educational materials
such as Audubon Adventures.
The Board of Directors is discussing other possible
projects in which to concentrate our efforts. Our focus
will be the implementation of our mission statement,
which is “to promote the understanding and preservation of
wildlife and the environment that supports it.”
Stay in touch with us as together we determine our
next opportunity! Come to our meetings, keep up with
the Skimmer, check out our website and visit our
Facebook page! Our memberships’ input and
involvement is critical to the success of all our projects.

□ November, 2016: No meeting.
□ December 8, 2016: Ms. Emily McKiddy of
Florida Audubon will present an update on the
nesting success of rooftop nesting birds during the
past season. This will be followed by our annual slide
show of bird photographs taken relatively recently by
members of our Society. Members participating in
the show are requested to provide up to 12 slides
(4 X 6, JPEG) that will be organized into a power
point presentation by Larry Goodman. Participating
members will present their slides and provide
supporting information. Members attending the
meeting will be asked to bring snacks and/or deserts
that will be shared following the slide show.
□ January 26, 2017: Dr. John Dindo of Dauphin
Island Sea Lab will present a talk entitled “Alabama
Coastal Habitats and Birds,” Dr. Dindo is a Senior
Marine Scientist and Associate Director of the
Dauphin Island Sea Laboratory. He has been at
Dauphin Island Sea Lab for 42 years and has
performed research on colonial nesting birds and
nesting habitats and on fish.
www.FMWAudubon.org
www.facebook.com/FMWAudubonPensacola

Board Meetings—November 3, December 1 and
January 5, 7:00 p.m. at the First Presbyterian Church,
33 East Gregory St., Pensacola. Meetings are open to
members. Date and location may change. Please
contact a Board member for details and to confirm
date, time and location if you wish to attend. The
Officer/Committee contact information is on page 8.

Information about activities with the Longleaf
Chapter, Native Plant Society may be found at
http://longleafpine.fnpschapters.org/

Susanne Timmons
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Bob Duncan
Will the long hot summer ever
end? As I start writing this (6 Oct)
Hurricane Matthew is making its
approach to the Florida east coast,
terrorizing and displacing
thousands. It is, however, an ill
wind that does not blow some
good. We “fortunate” are on the left side of the storm
with winds forecast to increase out of the N and NE
bringing with it cooler, dryer air and a real taste of fall.
Neotropical migrants are still moving through but will
start to taper off soon as the peak of fall migration is late
Sept through early Oct. Matthew’s winds should be the
impetus for winter visitors to arrive such as sparrows and
waterfowl. Already the first E. Phoebes and Rubycrowned Kinglets have been reported in our area. But
fall migration actually starts in July as far as the birds are
concerned, with Yellow Warblers the first sign of birds
to come.
Weather is the controlling factor as to whether
birding will be good or bad, spring or fall. On 3 Sept,
with no fronts on the map, squalls just off shore in the
Gulf stopped birds that were moving through the area
overnight, causing them to “fallout” in the Gulf Breeze
area. Rather than fly through bad weather on the
beginning of their flight to Central America, birds put
down in our suburban community, rested and fed and
awaited a better deal. Lucy and I logged 14 species of
warblers at our home and a total of 59 species for the
day. Not bad for so early in the season.
One would think that would be a harbinger of great
birding to come. Not so. The remainder of the season as
of this writing (17 Oct) has been very disappointing,
primarily because the weather has been hot and dry and
no impediment for birds flying south. There is the usual
“trickle out” of a few individuals that linger along the
coast, birds that have used up fat reserves or are old
(birds age too). Nonetheless, diligent birders have
discovered some noteworthy birds.
The sanctuary at Eastman/Taminco in
Pace usually produces “good” birds every
season. A Glossy Ibis* found by Les Kelly,
Bruce Furlow and Larry Goodman on 5 July
was a very rare find. A Worm-eating Warbler

in Molino 13 Aug (John Yuhasz) was very early and a
hopeful harbinger of warblers to come. Two female
Dickcissels* in Gulf Breeze 23 Aug were a rare find (Bob
& Lucy Duncan). Daniel Stangeland’s N. Shoveler at the
Ft. Walton Spray Fields 22 Aug was another early
arrival.
An Olive-sided Flycatcher* that I spotted on an
exposed branch in my Gulf Breeze neighborhood 26 Aug
was right on schedule. The species is almost always
found on the same high exposed perch for only one day
in the last two weeks of Aug. It is the only location in the
entire state that is reliable for seeing it. No doubt it is
not the same bird every year, unless it’s over 40 years
old! I suppose it’s location, location, location! A Lark
Sparrow* in our yard the same day made the day even
better! A trip to the Ft. Walton Spray Fields 11 Sept
yielded two very rare species, White-faced Ibis* and
Baird’s Sandpiper* for the Duncans and Cecil & Pam
Brown.
October and November are great months to look for
vagrants from western states. Was the Vermilion
Flycatcher found by Jerry & Brenda Callaway on 24 Sept
at Ft. Pickens a vanguard of more exciting birds to
come? Chris Wiley’s Scissor-tailed Flycatcher spotted at
the Ft. Walton Beach Spray Field 5 Oct was another
great find. A Golden Plover* observed by Graham Floyd
there 25 Sept and photographed by Daniel Stangeland 27
Sept was a very rare fall find.
The star of the vagrant show so far this fall was a Say’s
Phoebe* found by John Yuhasz in Molino 9 Oct, the 6th
area record! Shiny Cowbirds* are very rare, but two
showed up at Eastman/Taminco Sanctuary 10 Oct (Les
Kelly, Bruce Furlow, Larry Goodman). Dana Timmons’
Red-breasted Nuthatch* in Gulf Breeze 7 Oct was
hopefully a harbinger of more to come. A Swainson’s
Hawk* in Pensacola 11 Oct was another good find (Cecil
Brown).
The Skimmer welcomes reports of noteworthy birds.
If you have something to report, please call
Bob or Lucy Duncan at 932-4792, or email
town_point@bellsouth.net.
*Species with asterisks require
documentation so that they may become part
of the ornithological record.
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Tripping with no Field Guide

Ann Forster

When we first started serious birding in 1968, there
were decent field guides for North America and for
Europe. Even though we hadn’t done any international
birding, we dreamed of going places and started with
East Africa. There was a field guide for birds and one for
mammals. The bird guide was incomplete and a
challenge to use in the field. We had studied for a year
and when we stepped off the airplane could not identify
the crowd of birds soaring above the runway.
Turned out the author did not include
illustrations of the most common birds
because everyone knew them. Once we
figured that out we had to read the text for
many identifications. He also had a section
called, “rarer birds.” If you happened to be
looking a bird, it looked pretty common so
that was also a problem.
We thought that if we were going to the expense of
going that far away again that we had to have pictures of
birds we might see on the trip ... common and rare. That
idea morphed into a long-term project of finding obscure
bird books and we eventually amassed pictures of 9,500
species. When computers and printers became available

they created a whole new reason for the picture project.
We could make our own field guide for those guideless
places. For example, there are still no decent field guides
for many of the bird-rich South American countries we
love to visit. There are no guides for Brazil, Bolivia, or
Argentina never mind the smaller countries. We took
many a trip with pages of pictures gleaned from all kinds
of sources and it worked.
Enter the Handbook of the Birds of the World
project. This tour de force was begun by a rural
Spanish physician and birder who had my basic
idea but also had the resources to make it happen.
He was able to entice scientists, artists, and
photographers to work on the extensive text and
illustrations and to convince enough institutions
and birders to subscribe to the series. The
Handbook ended up with 16 volumes illustrating all
10,000+ species in color with identifiable subspecies also
pictured. There are range maps and excellent
discussions of the behavior, feeding, mating, and nesting
habits. Quite a few of the volumes are out of print. I
think the ones with hummingbirds and raptors were the
first to go.

Sea Turtle Nesting
Each year brings notable experiences for those involved in the Sea Turtle Monitoring Program. Our team made
many special memories during this record-breaking season in which we had 103
nests and over 6,500 hatchlings. Years of work seem to be making an impact as
we see the numbers increase.
We also have a heartfelt appreciation for the variety of shorebirds we are
privileged to see during our early morning sea turtle patrols, especially the
colonial nesting birds which share the beach with our sea turtles. Patrollers are in
a unique position to observe a variety of protected bird species as they build their
nests and incubate eggs on our beaches. It is such a treat to see the tiny balls of
fluff appear and all their antics as they quickly grow into fledglings. Each day is a
new adventure when filled with shorebirds and sea turtles!
Nest and Hatchling Count for Pensacola Beach and Gulf Islands National Seashore as of October 4, 2016:
Ft. Pickens GINS - 27
Total Nests - 103
Pensacola Beach - 36
Hatchling Count: 6,509
Perdido Key GINS - 12
Santa Rosa GINS - 28
D. J. Zemenick
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Christmas Bird Count —
This year’s Pensacola Christmas Bird
Count will be held Saturday,
December 17. This year is the 117th
CBC conducted by the Audubon
Society, a tradition started in 1900. Pensacola’s first
CBC started in 1920 with one birder, Francis M.
Weston. Today we have about 50 participants. In a CBC
we record not just species but every single bird within
our 15 mile diameter circle which is divided into twelve
sectors, each led by an expert with three or four birders
in each party. Every person wishing to help during the
CBC is very welcome. Expertise level is not a criterion
for helping. The more eyes and ears we have, the better
the results. It is an exciting day, starting at dawn and
finishing at sunset. Every sector has both land and water
birds, and there is always a chance for finding a rarity.
For the past 15 years the Pensacola CBC has averaged
about 135 species per count with 20,000 birds.
After the count, there will be a compilation at a local
restaurant and all volunteers are invited to attend. If you
would like to help, please contact our compiler, Bill
Bremser at 828-733-7444 or email him at
billbremser@gmail.com.

100TH ANNIVERSARY YEAR OF
F.M. WESTON IN PENSACOLA

Mr. Weston came to Pensacola in
February 1916 to a drafting job at
Pensacola Naval Air Station. His
birding credentials were impeccable
having been developed with some of
South Carolina and Washington, DC’s most prominent
ornithologists. We can be sure that his bird study here
started the minute he stepped off the train. Dr. Cooke
of the Smithsonian told him to send him monthly
reports and to file spring and fall migration forms
because our area was practically unknown ornithologically. Thanks to him and those who followed (especially
the Duncans) we are a true fixture on the bird map.
Hitchhikers!
I come in from birding and discover what seems like an
entire ecosystem of hitchhikers on my socks and jeans.
Beggar lice and Spanish needles, sandspurs and myriad
other crafty little freeloaders firmly attached and ready
to travel! They’re easy to ignore until thorny spurs work
their way through socks and shoes and lodge in tender
flesh (apparently with anchors and hooks!).
Some of these hitchhikers are easy enough to ignore,
but the sandspur – once a favored food of the now
extinct Carolina Parakeet – is a beast to remove.
Plucking one off, you suddenly have it lodged painfully in
bleeding fingertips. Madly shaking your hand rarely
works to detach it. But, there are two methods both
effective and painless. The first is to use a fine-toothed
comb to remove them. The second is to wet your
fingertips before touching the spur, and saliva works
fine. The moisture softens the heartless barb allowing
easier removal. Voilà!
Beggar lice are likely the forerunners of Velcro,
surviving attachment though multiple wash cycles. I must
admire their evolutionary tenacity while plucking them
off one by one. Nature’s adaptations for successful
species – even lowly hitchhikers - remain amazing.

Project Greenshores Birdwalk—
The attendance at the Project Greenshores Birdwalk on
October 22 included 12 middle schoolers from Jennifer
Butera’s classes at Holley-Navarre Middle School. The
students viewed Brown Pelican, Laughing Gulls and a
few other bird species on the rock piles. Jennifer, who
was once our Naturalist at Roy Hyatt Environmental
Center, is forming a club which will consist of bird
watching, conservation and other nature activities.
What an enjoyable site to see all the children involved
and learning about birdlife along our seashores.
“If we were to wipe out insects alone on this
planet, the rest of life and humanity with
it would mostly disappear from the land.
Within a few months.”
E. O. Wilson

Lucy Duncan
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Skimming — Live and Let Live in the Garden
Just outside my window an anole and a squirrel are
lolling peacefully on a knobby branch of a hickory tree.
They are a foot or two apart, facing away from one
another in an attitude of mutual disregard. Enjoying a bit
of Autumn sun. Clearly they are familiar with the habits
and inclinations of the other, and why not? They inhabit
the same small world, the same diminutive ecosystem,
and each embarks with regularity on the same daily grind
of getting and spending—independently surviving and
procreating, indifferent to and undeterred by the other.
This companionable inattention does not
surprise us. All wildlife learns, from nest or
burrow, to distinguish between those alien
neighbors that need bearing heed, those that can
be safely ignored, and the ones that might be nice
to have for lunch. For instance, while walking a
wooded stream one Indian summer afternoon I
came upon a gaggle of egrets sifting the shallows
and eddies for edibles. Doubtless they had taken
my measure long before I discovered them, but their
attitude toward me seemed more a matter of mild
annoyance than of fear—disrupting their dinner plans,
muddying the stream, putting the miniscule water
dwellers on alert, and so ‘move on, pal, can’t you see
we’re tryin’ to make a living here’? But then of a sudden
the little flock of waders freezes in concert, stock still,
feathers jutting out, necks craning upward. I stop and
look up. Yes, circling high above, a Cooper’s Hawk.
Who teaches egrets to distinguish between a bothersome
intruder –and certain death from above?
Is your membership current?

Jere French

Peggy Baker’s old friend, watcher of Blue Jays,
learned to identify six of their calls, and at least one of
those must surely be a hawk alert. Likewise, we can only
imagine how many life lessons Fish Crow offspring need
learn in avoiding Great Horned Owls and other
miscreants of their domain. On the other hand I’ve
noticed such seemingly counterintuitive behavior as a
Kestrel and a Mockingbird sharing an overhead wire
together, mutually fixed on the insect life below,
seemingly ignoring one another while but a few feet
apart. Moreover, those same crows learn to
identify good and evil (safety and danger) in
us—by the way we regard them. And it seems
they have long memories about individuals
among us, as researchers have observed.
The squirrel straddling the hickory limb
surely is asleep; she must take time out
occasionally from frantically flinging herself
through the oaks, it’s just that we seldom see these down
times, as she blends in well enough with the hickory. It’s
just one more thing that prey animals are made to learn in
a lifetime of elusion—the art of remaining very still, that
one might escape, for the moment, the Red-tail’s sharp
eye.
And what about me, what have I learned? Well now,
for one thing, I need not give up the pleasures of
observing wildlife out of laziness or old age. One could
sit on his porch or in a comfortably shaded spot, and just
wait patiently to see what comes along.

Look at your mailing label on page 8.

If your membership has expired, and you haven’t renewed, please renew with National Audubon Society.
(do not send any renewal checks to the chapter)
Membership dues are $20 per year.

 Renew online—go to Audubon.org, select Join at the top of homepage, then select Renew.

(Follow the instructions. They will thank you for your donation which will renew your membership.)
 Renew by phone—call 1-844-428-3826. (They can also answer questions and update your information.)
 If you received a renewal notice you may send a check in the return envelope.
 Renew by sending a check to National Audubon Society, PO box 97194, Washington, DC 20090-7194. Be
sure to include your name, address as on the mailing label. Also, it is helpful to include Member ID from the
mailing label if there is one, email/phone; and any changes.
Notes: During transition to a new system, National Audubon was not always able to send renewal notices so you may not have
received one when you should have. It can take several weeks for renewals and changes to get on the membership roster.
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Student Membership—One year—$7
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payable to FMW Audubon Society.)
Mail to the Francis M. Weston Audubon Society,
PO Box 17484, Pensacola, FL 32522.
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Communicating with our members online saves the Earth’s
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http://www.fmwaudubon.org/
Web Master Debra Jones
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